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New York Times Bestseller • On the 40th anniversary of The Band’s legendary The Last Waltz concert, Robbie
Robertson finally tells his own spellbinding story of the band that changed music history, his extraordinary personal
journey, and his creative friendships with some of the greatest artists of the last half-century. Robbie Robertson's singular
contributions to popular music have made him one of the most beloved songwriters and guitarists of his time. With songs
like "The Weight," "The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down," and "Up on Cripple Creek," he and his partners in The Band
fashioned a music that has endured for decades, influencing countless musicians. In this captivating memoir, written over
five years of reflection, Robbie Robertson employs his unique storyteller’s voice to weave together the journey that led
him to some of the most pivotal events in music history. He recounts the adventures of his half-Jewish, half-Mohawk
upbringing on the Six Nations Indian Reserve and on the gritty streets of Toronto; his odyssey at sixteen to the
Mississippi Delta, the fountainhead of American music; the wild early years on the road with rockabilly legend Ronnie
Hawkins and The Hawks; his unexpected ties to the Cosa Nostra underworld; the gripping trial-by-fire “going electric”
with Bob Dylan on his 1966 world tour, and their ensuing celebrated collaborations; the formation of the Band and the
forging of their unique sound, culminating with history's most famous farewell concert, brought to life for all time in Martin
Scorsese's great movie The Last Waltz. This is the story of a time and place--the moment when rock 'n' roll became life,
when legends like Buddy Holly and Bo Diddley criss-crossed the circuit of clubs and roadhouses from Texas to Toronto,
when The Beatles, Hendrix, The Stones, and Warhol moved through the same streets and hotel rooms. It's the story of
exciting change as the world tumbled through the '60s and early 70’s, and a generation came of age, built on music, love
and freedom. Above all, it's the moving story of the profound friendship between five young men who together created a
new kind of popular music. Testimony is Robbie Robertson’s story, lyrical and true, as only he could tell it.
Tells of Ofelia Santoro's desperate search for her missing fourteen-year-old son, Gabriel, who has become a member of
the Black Caps, a gang of drug pushers
At seven years old Min Kym was a prodigy, the youngest ever student at the famed Purcell School of Music. At eleven
she won her first international prize. And at twenty-one, she found "the one," the violin that would transform her life: a
rare 1696 Stradivarius. Her career soared. She recorded the Brahms concerto and a world tour was planned.
In this memoir, Lee describes how she grand jeted from the stifling suburbia of the 1950s, a world of rigid gender roles, to
the only domain where women and men were equally paid and equally respected in grand, historic dance theaters and
under the bright lights of the Broadway stage.
"Don't expect just tulle and toe shoes. In this fascinating insider's tale, NYCB dancer Pazcoguin reveals her world. . . . A
striking debut." —People Award-winning New York City Ballet soloist Georgina Pazcoguin, aka the Rogue Ballerina, gives
readers a backstage tour of the real world of elite ballet—the gritty, hilarious, sometimes shocking truth you don’t see
from the orchestra circle. In this love letter to the art of dance and the sport that has been her livelihood, NYCB’s first
Asian American female soloist Georgina Pazcoguin lays bare her unfiltered story of leaving small-town Pennsylvania for
New York City and training amid the unique demands of being a hybrid professional athlete/artist, all before finishing high
school. She pitches us into the fascinating, whirling shoes of dancers in one of the most revered ballet companies in the
world with an unapologetic sense of humor about the cutthroat, survival-of-the-fittest mentality at NYCB. Some swan
dives are literal: even in the ballet, there are plenty of face-plants, backstage fights, late-night parties, and raucous
company bonding sessions. Rocked by scandal in the wake of the #MeToo movement, NYCB sits at an inflection point,
inching toward progress in a strictly traditional culture, and Pazcoguin doesn’t shy away from ballet’s dark side. She
continues to be one of the few dancers openly speaking up against the sexual harassment, mental abuse, and racism
that in the past went unrecognized or was tacitly accepted as par for the course—all of which she has painfully
experienced firsthand. Tying together Pazcoguin’s fight for equality in the ballet with her infectious and deeply moving
passion for her craft, Swan Dive is a page-turning, one-of-a-kind account that guarantees you'll never view a ballerina or
a ballet the same way again.
Short-listed for the Man Booker Prize From the author of Remainder and C (short-listed for the Man Booker Prize), and a
winner of the Windham-Campbell Literature Prize, comes Satin Island, an unnerving novel that promises to give us the
first and last word on the world—modern, postmodern, whatever world you think you are living in. U., a “corporate
anthropologist,” is tasked with writing the Great Report, an all-encompassing ethnographic document that would sum up
our era. Yet at every turn, he feels himself overwhelmed by the ubiquity of data, lost in buffer zones, wandering through
crowds of apparitions, willing them to coalesce into symbols that can be translated into some kind of account that makes
sense. As he begins to wonder if the Great Report might remain a shapeless, oozing plasma, his senses are startled
awake by a dream of an apocalyptic cityscape. In Satin Island, Tom McCarthy captures—as only he can—the way we
experience our world, our efforts to find meaning (or just to stay awake) and discern the narratives we think of as our
lives.
A collection of personal writings features observations on such topics as a contest of wills with a deranged cleaning lady,
the emotional side of killing a rodent in one's home, and the brief fame that accompanies starring in a commercial.
In The Dream Stitcher, main characters Goldye and Maude are connected by a thread that stretches across decades.
The novel moves between two time periods and places, America in 2008 and World War II in Warsaw, Poland.
The popular singer traces the story of her life and career from her Arizona upbringing in a musical family and her rise to
stardom in Southern California to her role in shaping 1970s sounds and her collaborations with fellow artists.
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E.L. Konigsburg revisits the town of Epiphany to tell the story of Margaret Rose Kane, Connor's older half-sister. It's
about the summer when Margaret Rose turned twelve--the same year that Cabbage Patch dolls were popular, that Sally
Ride became the first woman to go into space, that El Nino turned the world upside-down. Margaret Rose begins her
summer with a miserable experience at camp, from which she's rescued by her beloved, eccentric uncles. Little does she
know that her uncles, in turn, need rescuing themselves--from a tyrannical city council determined to tear down her
uncles' life work--three spectacularly beautiful towers that her uncles have been building since before Margaret was a
baby. A rousing book about intelligence, art, and the fierce preservation of individuality, from EL Konigsburg.
As a child, Renne showed promise of becoming one of the world's greatest cellists. Now, years later, his life suddenly is
altered by two events: he becomes a juror in a murder trial for the brutal killing of a Buddhist monk, and he takes on as a
pupil a Korean boy whose brilliant musicianship reminds him of his own past.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the genre-defying icon Ben Folds comes a memoir that is as nuanced, witty,
and relatable as his cult-classic songs. “A Dream About Lightning Bugs reads like its author: intelligent, curious,
unapologetically punk, and funny as hell.”—Sara Bareilles NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR
AND PASTE Ben Folds is a celebrated American singer-songwriter, beloved for songs such as “Brick,” “You Don’t
Know Me,” “Rockin’ the Suburbs,” and “The Luckiest,” and is the former frontman of the alternative rock band Ben
Folds Five. But Folds will be the first to tell you he’s an unconventional icon, more normcore than hardcore. Now, in his
first book, Folds looks back at his life so far in a charming and wise chronicle of his artistic coming of age, infused with
the wry observations of a natural storyteller. In the title chapter, “A Dream About Lightning Bugs,” Folds recalls his
earliest childhood dream—and realizes how much it influenced his understanding of what it means to be an artist. In
“Measure Twice, Cut Once” he learns to resist the urge to skip steps during the creative process. In “Hall Pass” he
recounts his 1970s North Carolina working-class childhood, and in “Cheap Lessons” he returns to the painful life lessons
he learned the hard way—but that luckily didn’t kill him. In his inimitable voice, both relatable and thought-provoking,
Folds digs deep into the life experiences that shaped him, imparting hard-earned wisdom about both art and life.
Collectively, these stories embody the message Folds has been singing about for years: Smile like you’ve got nothing to
prove, because it hurts to grow up, and life flies by in seconds. Praise for A Dream About Lightning Bugs “Besides being
super talented, and an incredibly poignant and multifaceted musician, Ben Folds is a fantastic author. I couldn’t put this
book down—and not just because I taped it to my hand. Ben takes us into his mind and into his process from the very
beginnings of his childhood to where he is today—one of the greatest musicians and writers that has ever graced the
art.”—Bob Saget
The SoloistA Lost Dream, an Unlikely Friendship, and the Redemptive Power of MusicPenguin
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. This classic rhetoric/ reader/ research guide/ handbook offers the reader a
complete course in writing in the rhetorical modes in one comprehensive volume. Includes critical reading/writing;
research, readings that serve as models for good writing.
This guide includes more than 25 creative projects using ceramic tile, broken glass and china, sea shells, beach pebbles
and marble to create mosaic decorations for the home.
A lyrical report on the long-lasting effects of war on individual and national psyche shares the experiences of veterans
working through post-traumatic stress disorder at a Christian rehabilitation camp, in an account that also discusses the
process through which survivors reconcile their faith with trauma. 50,000 first printing.
An internationally recognized expert on behavior change presents a revolutionary approach to personal improvement that
converts scientifically proven techniques into a 90-day plan with five simple steps. 35,000 first printing.
This triumphant picture book celebrates Black joy by reclaiming a charged phrase and showing readers how resistance
can be part of their everyday lives. A young Black girl lifts her baby hands up to greet the sun, reaches her hands up for a
book on a high shelf, and raises her hands up in praise at a church service. She stretches her hands up high like a
plane's wings and whizzes down a hill so fast on her bike with her hands way up. As she grows, she lives through
everyday moments of joy, love, and sadness. And when she gets a little older, she joins together with her family and her
community in a protest march, where they lift their hands up together in resistance and strength.
One day, Richard LeMieux had a happy marriage, a palatial home, and took $40,000 Greek vacations. The next, he was
living out of a van with only his dog, Willow, for company. This astonishingly frank memoir tells the story of one man's
resilience in the face of economic disaster. Penniless, a failed suicide, estranged from his family, and living "the vehicular
lifestyle" in Washington state, LeMieux chronicles his journey from the Salvation Army kitchens to his days with "C"—a
philosopher in a homeless man's clothing—to his run-ins with Pastor Bob and other characters he meets on the streets.
Along the way, he finds time to haunt public libraries and discover his desire to write. LeMieux's quiet determination and
his almost pious willingness to live with his situation are only a part of this politically and socially charged memoir. The
real story of an all-too-common American condition, this is a heartfelt and stirring read.
Grand Prize Winner of the 2015 Green Book Festival Mark Sundeen's new book, The Unsettlers, is coming in January
2017 from Riverhead Books In 2000, Daniel Suelo left his life savings-all thirty dollars of it-in a phone booth. He has lived
without money-and with a newfound sense of freedom and security-ever since. The Man Who Quit Money is an account
of how one man learned to live, sanely and happily, without earning, receiving, or spending a single cent. Suelo doesn't
pay taxes, or accept food stamps or welfare. He lives in caves in the Utah canyonlands, forages wild foods and gourmet
discards. He no longer even carries an I.D. Yet he manages to amply fulfill not only the basic human needs-for shelter,
food, and warmth-but, to an enviable degree, the universal desires for companionship, purpose, and spiritual
engagement. In retracing the surprising path and guiding philosophy that led Suelo into this way of life, Sundeen raises
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provocative and riveting questions about the decisions we all make, by default or by design, about how we live-and how
we might live better.
"I have a dream." When those words were spoken on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial on August 28, 1963, the crowd
stood, electrified, as Martin Luther King, Jr. brought the plight of African Americans to the public consciousness and firmly
established himself as one of the greatest orators of all time. Behind the Dream is a thrilling, behind-the-scenes account
of the weeks leading up to the great event, as told by Clarence Jones, co-writer of the speech and close confidant to
King. Jones was there, on the road, collaborating with the great minds of the time, and hammering out the ideas and the
speech that would shape the civil rights movement and inspire Americans for years to come.
Homelessness is a complex issue that has been growing rapidly inLos Angeles and in many parts of the United States. It
is a shamethat in our great nation we have not been more proactive andeffective in dealing with this nationwide tragedy.
The realityis that many homeless people live in desperate squalor, and dieon the streets from assault, unsanitary
conditions and untreateddisease. The safety net in this country is sorely insufficient forthose in trouble. But what might be
even more devastatingis the feeling that many people have that they "are nothing,that no one cares and that they are
alone facing a reality that isunbearable." The author wanted to shine a light on this reality.This book is dedicated to those
people experiencing homelessnesswho live and die on the streets in one of the wealthiestnations in the world.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
A portrait of gifted violinist Nathaniel Ayers traces his education at Juilliard, his struggles with schizophrenia, the factors
that led to his homelessness in Los Angeles, his friendship with the author, and the author's efforts to improve the
musician's life.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “It takes a rare individual not only to see that history can live, but also to make it live for
others. James Thom has that gift.”—The Indianapolis News Mary Ingles was twenty-three, happily married, and pregnant
with her third child when Shawnee Indians invaded her peaceful Virginia settlement in 1755 and kidnapped her, leaving
behind a bloody massacre. For months they held her captive. But nothing could imprison her spirit. With the rushing Ohio
River as her guide, Mary Ingles walked one thousand miles through an untamed wilderness no white woman had ever
seen. Her story lives on—extraordinary testimony to the indomitable strength of one pioneer woman who risked her life to
return to her own people.
From the bestselling author of Love Is a Mix Tape and Turn Around Bright Eyes, "a funny, insightful look at the sublime
torture of adolescence".—Entertainment Weekly The 1980s meant MTV and John Hughes movies, big dreams and bigger
shoulder pads, and millions of teen girls who nursed crushes on the members of Duran Duran. As a solitary teenager
stranded in the suburbs, Rob Sheffield had a lot to learn about women, love, music, and himself. And he was sure his
radio had all the answers. As evidenced by the bestselling sales of Sheffield's first book, Love Is a Mix Tape, the
connection between music and memory strikes a chord with readers. Talking to Girls About Duran Duran strikes that
chord all over again, and is a pitch-perfect trip through '80s music-from Bowie to Bobby Brown, from hair metal to hiphop. But this book is not just about music. It's about growing up and how every song is a snapshot of a moment that you'll
remember the rest of your life.
After discovering sheet music from a long-lost production of Song of Solomon, novice dancer Colette Larsen is thrust into
the elite world of professional ballet. Sparks fly when she meets James Brennan, the fun-loving soloist tasked with
choreographing a new pas de deux to the music, but Colette is forced to watch from the sidelines as he rehearses with
the company's prima ballerina. As Colette's relationship with James deepens, so does her need to find the purpose
beneath her latent passion for dance-a purpose that manifests in new friendships, rediscovered talents, and in the pages
of Song of Solomon. Humorous and heartfelt, this debut novel reveals a lighter side to ballet that resonates with dancers
and non-dancers alike. Cantique's heroine is witty, whimsical, and highly relatable as she navigates love and dance in
the midst of a quarter-life crisis. What readers are saying: "The novel is more than a simple love story... It's a journey of
self-discovery and a tale that reminds us to pursue our passions... Cantique is suitable for a broad range of readers,
young adult and up, dancers and non-dancers. Certainly many adult dancers, much like my own students, could see
themselves in Colette's story." - Leigh Purtill, Dance Advantage "I don't think I've ever related more to a protagonist. Love
the story, love the message, love the characters, love the writing. Love it all." - Hannah, Overland Park, KS "There were
so many moments where the main character experiences or feels things that I have literally experienced or felt in my
ballet journey... It just felt good to read this, and I think adult ballerinas in particular will find this very satisfying." - Jana
Carson, Ballerinas by Night "The plot is unique, engaging, and extremely well structured... I found the overall story of
Colette discovering the music and bringing it to life very compelling. A lovely mixture of art, history, and her selfdiscovery." - Megan Records, New Jersey "It's romantic and funny and moving... grounded in reality but still has a little bit
of that fairytale that we are all looking for when we pick up a book." - Emilie B., Kansas City, MO
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide not only of the Hotels and Tourist Homes in all
of the large cities, but other classifications that will be found useful wherever he may be. Also facts and information that
the Negro Motorist can use and depend upon. There are thousands of places that the public doesn't know about and
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aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so send in their names and addresses and the kind of business, so that we
might pass it along to the rest of your fellow Motorists. You will find it handy on your travels, whether at home or in some
other state, and is up to date. Each year we are compiling new lists as some of these places move, or go out of business
and new business places are started giving added employment to members of our race.
A Teach for America volunteer recounts his own tenuous education as well as his tenure in the rural Mississippi Delta,
one of the poorest districts in the country, during which he encountered fierce racial divisions, drug problems, and gang
violence. Reprint.
Children of the Stone is the unlikely story of Ramzi Hussein Aburedwan, a boy from a Palestinian refugee camp in
Ramallah who confronts the occupying army, gets an education, masters an instrument, dreams of something much
bigger than himself, and then inspires scores of others to work with him to make that dream a reality. That dream is of a
music school in the midst of a refugee camp in Ramallah, a school that will transform the lives of thousands of children
through music. Daniel Barenboim, the Israeli musician and music director of La Scala in Milan and the Berlin Opera, is
among those who help Ramzi realize his dream. He has played with Ramzi frequently, at chamber music concerts in AlKamandjati, the school Ramzi worked so hard to build, and in the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra that Barenboim founded
with the late Palestinian intellectual, Edward Said. Children of the Stone is a story about music, freedom and conflict;
determination and vision. It's a vivid portrait of life amid checkpoints and military occupation, a growing movement of
nonviolent resistance, the past and future of musical collaboration across the Israeli-Palestinian divide, and the potential
of music to help children see new possibilities for their lives. Above all, Children of the Stone chronicles the journey of
Ramzi Aburedwan, and how he worked against the odds to create something lasting and beautiful in a war-torn land.
An eye-opening biography of one of the most influential psychiatrists of the modern age, drawing from his lectures,
conversations, and own writings. In the spring of 1957, when he was eighty-one years old, Carl Gustav Jung undertook
the telling of his life story. Memories, Dreams, Reflections is that book, composed of conversations with his colleague
and friend Aniela Jaffé, as well as chapters written in his own hand, and other materials. Jung continued to work on the
final stages of the manuscript until shortly before his death on June 6, 1961, making this a uniquely comprehensive
reflection on a remarkable life. Fully corrected, this edition also includes Jung's VII Sermones ad Mortuos.
For nearly 10 years as a columnist with the Los Angeles Times, STEVE LOPEZ HAS TRAVELED SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA SIFTING FOR GOLD. When asked, “Where do you get your ideas?” Lopez responds, “I wake up and roll
out of bed and bump into column ideas everywhere.” Ideas come from readers, from the news, from driving down the
road or walking down the sidewalk, from getting a haircut or going to a ballgame.The greater L.A. area is a place where
$50 million mansions are just a short limo ride from cardboard box colonies. Action heroes and billionaires run for office
with neither a plan nor a clue. You can get a fake driver's license or a medical marijuana card faster than you can drive
six blocks. There's drama every day, a story in every block. Dreamers and schemers are found around every corner. And
Lopez puts a spin on it all that makes the reader cringe, laugh, and even think.Dreams and Schemes: My Decade of Fun
in the Sun is a collection of Lopez's most controversial, irreverent, trouble-making, and heart-warming columns. He writes
through the eyes of the region and its people, unflinchingly taking on the movers and shakers, and poking about in places
where other reporters wouldn't dare go. This collection offers an entertaining and insightful look into the workings of
modern-day life that will delight not only people who know the players and locations well, but will resonate with people
anywhere because people, politics, and situations that catch Lopez's eye are universal.
On the first day of the new year, no one dies; the reality hits home as families are left to care for the permanently dying.
Death sits in her apartment and contemplates her experiment: What if no one ever died again?
For Anjali, playing the tabla is something that comes naturally. She loves the feel of the drum beneath her fingers and
getting lost in the music. But when a boy in her class gives her a hard time for being better than him, she messes up on
purpose. When her teacher announces a contest where the winner will get to perform with him at his next concert, Anjali
is distraught. Winning the contest would be a dream for Anjali. But it seems like the better she gets, the meaner some of
the kids are. In this follow up to the award winning Always Anjali, Anjali realizes that she should never let anyone make
her feel bad for being good at something. An important story for all children to remember to 'never dim their light.'
Chinese edition of The Soloist - A Lost Dream, an Unlikely Friendship, and the Redemptive Power of Music. The book
was adapted to the movie The Soloist, starring Jamie Foxx. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The DREAM TEAM was a bunch of kids from Akron, Ohio-LeBron James and his best friends-who first met on a youth
basketball team of the same name when they were ten and eleven years old. United by their love of the game and their
yearning for companionship, they quickly forged a bond which would carry them through thick and thin (a lot of thin) and,
at last, to the brink of a national championship. They were a motley group who faced challenges all too typical of innercity America. LeBron grew up without a father and had moved with his mother more than a dozen times by the age of 10.
Willie McGee, the quiet one, had left both his parents behind in Chicago to be raised by his older brother in Akron. Dru
Joyce was outspoken, and his dad, who was ever-present, would end up coaching all five of the boys in high school. Sian
Cotton, who also played football, was the happy-go-lucky enforcer, while Romeo Travis was unhappy, bitter, even surly,
until he finally opened himself up to the bond his team mates offered. In the summer after seventh grade, the DREAM
TEAM tasted glory when they qualified for a national championship tournament in Memphis. But they lost their focus, and
had to go home early. They promised each other they would stay together and do whatever it took to win a national title.
They had no idea how hard it would be to pursue that promise. In the years that followed, they would endure jealousy,
hostility, exploitation, resentment from the black community (because they went to a "white" high school), and the
consequence of their own over-confidence. Not least, they would all have to wrestle with LeBron's outsize success, which
brought too much attention and even a whiff of scandal their way. But together these five boys became men as they
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sought a national championship.
The More than a Single Story Collective (MTSS Collective) is a a family of writers that support and empower each other to tell their
story. The legacy project examines the legacies of the writers and shows powerful testimonies of grit, love, and grace.
The New York Times bestselling true story that inspired the major motion picture—an “unforgettable tale of hope, heart and
humanity”(People). Journalist Steve Lopez discovered of Nathaniel Ayers, a former classical bass student at Julliard, playing his
heart out on a two-string violin on Los Angeles’s Skid Row. Deeply affected by the beauty of Ayers’s music, Lopez took it upon
himself to change the prodigy's life—only to find that their relationship would have a profound change on his own. “An intimate
portrait of mental illness, of atrocious social neglect, and the struggle to resurrect a fallen prodigy.”—Mark Bowden, author of Black
Hawk Down
Relates the important part Strauss Mouse and his family played in the creation of one of the world's most beloved Christmas
carols, "Silent Night."
“A rapturous, witty, and passionate memoir ... Violin Dreams is not only the story of a man becoming an artist, it’s a history of
twentieth-century music.” — John Guare, Tony Award–winning playwright Arnold Steinhardt, for more than forty years an
international soloist and the first violinist of the Guarneri String Quartet, brings warmth, wit, and fascinating insider details to the
story of his lifelong obsession with the violin, that most seductive and stunningly beautiful instrument. His story is rich with vivid
scenes: the terror inflicted by his early violin teachers, the sensual pleasure involved in the pursuit of the perfect violin, the charged
atmosphere of high-level competitions. Steinhardt describes Bach’s Chaconne as the holy grail for the solo violin, and he
illuminates, from the perspective of an ardent owner of a great Storioni violin, the history and mysteries of the renowned Italian
violinmakers. Violin Dreams includes a remarkable audio recording of Steinhardt performing Bach’s Partita in D Minor as a young
violinist forty years ago and playing the same piece especially for this book. A conversation between the author and Alan Alda on
the differences between the two performances is included in the ebook.
A beautiful prosecutor and a former FBI agent become partners in work and romance to put an end to the last remnants of an old
Philadelphia political machine responsible for a prostitution ring, campaign fraud, and other dirty dealings. Reprint.
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